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I was invited by my friend to Indian wedding. Actually the couple was a mix: 
Indian fellow and Singaporean  lady. Wedding ceremonies and procedures are 
similar to the one in Taiwan: official engagement, temple, reception, party and 
house visiting. The only difference is that the guy receives from the bride’s 
family all the gifts (gold, money, car, house etc.) which is other way round than 
in traditional Taiwan.  

 

The classes I took came out to be pretty interesting and most of them I knew I 
will enjoy. Class with prof. DVR Sheshadri was a hammer - Reinventing 
yourself through Entrepreneurial Leadership. Behind the title amazing content 
and message was hidden. We were talking a lot about purpose of  life, social 
responsibility, helping communities, but by what we are actually doing in the 
corporate or our own companies. We have also analyzed many cases of great 



people serving other people, simply by reinventing their existing jobs. Second 
class I took was Spirituality and Self-development for Global Managers, the 
class about all religions of the world and connection with spirituality. I was also 
able during this course meet some local saints, Gurus. Amazing experience and 
truly refreshing, when someone reads your mind and answer your questions you 
didn’t even ask to him. 

Before end of the year I went for a small trip to Hampi. Place which is best for 
tourists as it really shows how old and developed was the culture of Indians. 
Most of the ruins are under Unesco protection, but to be honest nobody cares 
and its really dirty, trashes all over the places. After seeing all sights and buying 
“special” tickets for foreigners to entry the sights (total rip off), together with 
my friend we chilled out at the local river watching people talking evening bath 
and washing their clothes. Next day we rented a bike and went for a trip on the 
other side and climbed amazing temple were monks were chanting some sacred 
syllables. There is many amazing places in India were you feel the special spirit 
and can get some piece of mind created by the ambience.  

 


